Private timekeeping that works while you do

THE OLD WAY

WITH WISETIME

Manual timesheets or start-stop
software

Accurate, private logging that lets
you stay focused

Start your free trial today! Visit wisetime.io
Bill more hours in less time

Quote with accuracy

Absurdly detailed, yet simple billing

Integrate with your systems

Private - share only what you choose

Invaluable insights

Account for every minute, without wasting any on timekeeping
Let WiseTime take care of your timekeeping, while you focus on what’s important. WiseTime
summarises your tasks behind the scenes while you work and records them all privately for you.
You can then choose which tasks to add to a project or share with your team, and which tasks to
keep private. WiseTime generates a seamless overview of your day, so you know exactly where
your time went.

Bill more hours in less time
When every minute counts it’s hard to see them going to waste on the
administration of timekeeping. WiseTime is a passive tool, which means
it works while you do without you having to press start or stop or add
any task descriptions. It will be your ‘memory’ for every minute of the
day, and also automatically tag your tasks with case id’s, client numbers
or project names so that no relevant minutes go unallocated.

Absurdly detailed, yet simple billing
Share a detailed chronicle of your work and provide thorough billing
reports. With the grouping feature, you can pull together varied tasks
and narrate them to clarify the scope of your tasks. Then simply submit
the time and this will flow through to your invoices and billing. Simple,
clear, and still absurdly detailed.

Retain your privacy and share only what you choose
WiseTime captures all of your tasks but never releases them – not to
your clients, your billing system or your team – until you choose to do
so. You can keep your private tasks private, and only release what is
relevant.

Quote with accuracy
Implement fixed fee arrangements with the comfort of knowing your
estimates are accurate. WiseTime reporting allows you to easily analyse
the real time spent on cases so you can quote accurately.

Fully automated and integrated with docketing
systems
Integrating WiseTime with your existing systems gives it the smarts to
automatically tag tasks with the relevant case id’s, client numbers or
project names from your existing systems as you work on them
without requiring any intervention from you. When you submit your
hours, they will automatically get added to the right places.
WiseTime is even better than the timekeeping PA you wish you had!

Invaluable time management insights
Know exactly what tasks are taking up the most time, which cases are
driving the bottom dollar and which areas you can save precious
minutes in. With WiseTime analysing your time allocation for you, you
can make smarter decisions.

So focus on what’s important,
and let WiseTime take care of the rest.
Start your free trial today!
Visit wisetime.io

“ After years of looking for a solution to track
my time, WiseTime finally gives me a report
that I can use, without me having to do
anything. Priceless!

“

“We ran a WiseTime trial
to see if we can increase
billable hours over our
existing ‘start-stop‘
timekeeping tools. On
average, we recovered
another hour per person a
week in billable time. This
is a significant ROI.”
D.S. TRIAL MANAGER AT LAW FIRM, AUSTRALIA

MARITZA SCHAFER, IDYME, US

“ Every morning I spend about three hours

answering client emails. WiseTime automatically
tags my replies with the client matter number,
so now I know exactly what I worked on.
Whether I bill it or not, this is terrific!

“

TONY LEE, ATTORNEY, AUSTRALIA

“ I manage 20 software developers across
7 countries. WiseTime tells me how many
hours each contractor worked for me, and
which activities consumed the most time.
It even integrates with JIRA!

“

STUART HUGHES, LONDON

Start your free trial today! Visit wisetime.io
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